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Predicted climate change, including the rise in tropospheric ozone (O3) in agricultural zones, 
presents a challenge for future global food supply and specifically for one of the most economically 
important crops in the Midwest region, maize (Zea mays L.). Ozone is the prototypical inducer of 
oxidative stress, which involves reactive oxygen species (ROS) production, scavenging and 
signaling, and is a major form of plant stress present in field conditions during crop production. 
Previous work has shown the importance of the plant’s detoxification capacity in response to 
multiple oxidative stress-inducing factors, as well as its importance in the response to multiple 
interacting stresses.  
 
Oxidative stress, here defined as the uncontrolled surge of reactive oxidative species beyond an 
organism’s capacity for scavenging, can be caused by a very wide variety of factors. Sources of 
oxidative stress include abiotic conditions like drought, salt, heat, high-UV light; xenobiotic 
compounds like herbicides and industrial pollutants; and biotic conditions such as pathogens and 
pests. All of these factors have been shown to overwhelm the plant’s ROS metabolism capacity at 
some point during the plant’s defense response, ultimately resulting in cellular membrane 
oxidation, protein damage and reduced crop productivity.  
 
Along with the rise in ozone concentration, changing disease patterns can bring together 
environmental factors that had previously not been expected to interact. In order to look at the 
possible interactions between high concentrations of atmospheric ozone and fungal crop diseases, 
as well as to gauge their importance in a field setting, a panel of maize inbred lines was evaluated 
for disease severity under ambient and elevated ozone concentrations in the absence of inoculation. 
Disease surveys were conducted at the SoyFACE facility at Champaign, IL, during the 2013, 2014 
and 2015 seasons. Naturally occurring foliar and ear disease were evaluated on a visual damage 
scale, while stalk rot was evaluated on the basis of presence/absence basis. The most commonly 
observed foliar diseases were common rust (Puccinia sorghi), brown spot (Physoderma maydis), 
northern leaf blight (Exserohilum turcicum), and gray leaf spot (Cercospora zeae-maydis). Within a 
growing season disease severity was highly genotype-dependent; however, there were modest 
genotype-independent ozone effects, mostly significant under high-disease pressure conditions. 
Brown spot and common rust show lower infection severity under elevated ozone. Stalk rot, and on 
occasions northern corn leaf blight, showed higher infection severity under elevated ozone.  
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Ozone could potentially interact with naturally occurring disease on different levels: on a 
physiological level through the reshaping of a pathogen’s micro-environment as affected by the 
host’s early senescence, and possibly through a pathosystem-specific priming of defense responses, 
resulting from ozone’s ability to induce a detoxification response.  
This detoxification response may share characteristics with the effect of herbicide safeners, which 
are used to confer herbicide tolerance to target grass crops, and can also influence the response of 
plants to sources of oxidative stress. Although chemically diverse, herbicide safeners appear to 
function through an improvement in the plant’s capacity to metabolize xenobiotic compounds 
through the upregulation of detoxification enzymes. The herbicide safener dichlormid was applied 
as seed treatment to a subset of the inbred lines evaluated at SoyFACE. These lines were subjected 
to low and high ozone with the intention of determining if dichlormid treatment resulted in a 
safening (i.e. protective) effect against oxidative damage. Biomass and chlorophyll content show a 
slight safening effect that is genotype-dependent.  
Given the high level of diversity in responses to different oxidative stress interactions between 
genotypes, possible genetic correlations and expression studies can be used for comparison with 
other datasets to further the understanding of the genetic architecture of resistance to oxidative 
stress.   This study of interactions between atmospheric composition and oxidative stresses can 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
The collection of complex responses to combined stresses poses a challenge for crop stress 
research and the development of climate-resilient agriculture. Often, biological stresses are studied 
on a one by one basis or applied in successive timelines, neither of which are reflective of real field 
conditions, creating a research gap. Factors that may be simplified in experimental design due to 
resource or technical limitation can include the dosage of stressor agents (i.e. acute vs chronic), 
stressor application timing and possible unaccounted-for acclimation. A research gap can make it 
difficult to use the information from basic plant stress studies in real world crop production 
settings. Multiple and combined stress research is of vital importance to shed light on possible 
interactions, both negative and positive, between stresses that occur routinely in the field. The 
challenge lies in not only being able to translate model information to current field conditions but 
to future conditions and interactions as well. These factors can complicate the interpretation of 
responses observed in controlled environments, and whether they do in fact appear at the field 
scale, as well as if their the magnitude may be relevant to crop management in future conditions. 
Free Air Concentration Enrichment facilities allow the manipulation of atmospheric carbon dioxide 
(CO2) and/or ozone (O3) concentration in an otherwise completely normal field environment, and 
thus become valuable tools in answering these questions. As used in the Maize/Ozone Project, these 
facilities allow the estimation of in-field effects of O3 damage on one of the principal crops grown in 
the Midwest, maize (Zea mays L.).   
Ozone in the lower part of the atmosphere, or troposphere, is a powerful phytotoxic air pollutant 
and greenhouse gas. Ozone is produced in the troposphere through the photochemical oxidation of 
CO2, methane and other non-volatile organic compounds in the presence of diverse nitrogen oxides. 
Tropospheric concentrations of ozone are increasing by an average of 0.3 ppb per  year as a result 
of increased human activity (Wilkinson et al., 2011). This increase, added to global indications of 
the rise of ozone concentration in the last half of the twentieth century, and highly seasonal 
patterns of increase in summer concentrations in the western United States (Cooper et al., 2014), 
can lead to harmful ozone concentrations over rural areas. High tropospheric ozone has already 
resulted in crop yield losses estimated to cost from $14 billion to $26 billion worldwide (Van 
Dingenen et al., 2009). The potential of loss might even be more pronounced in highly productive 
agronomic regions such as the Midwest (Ainsworth et al., 2012; Fishman et al., 2010). 
Even when yield loss estimates can highlight ozone’s phytotoxic potential, more complex reactions 
can be triggered by ozone as an oxidative stress. After entering through the stomata, ozone can act 
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directly on cell membranes as a powerful oxidant. However, most of it is quickly converted into 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the apoplast. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are unstable 
molecules produced as a result of normal aerobic metabolic processes inside the plant cell; they 
include superoxide (O2-), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), and singlet oxygen (O2*). ROS can cause severe 
and irreversible cell damage through the oxidation of membrane lipids, proteins and nucleic acid 
degradation; however, ROS have also been found to be produced as stress signaling molecules 
necessary for the activation of different signal transduction signaling pathways necessary in the 
deployment of defense responses (Vainonen and Kangasjärvi, 2014). 
Because of the necessary balance between the role of ROS as messengers and their potential 
damage, plant cells have developed finely-tuned ROS detoxifying and scavenging mechanisms, both 
enzymatic and non-enzymatic. The disturbance in the ROS equilibrium is known as ‘oxidative 
stress’ (Halliwell, 2006), and is caused by a surge in intracellular ROS that can be produced either 
from a deficiency in the scavenging and detoxification response or from external stressors. 
Important non-enzymatic detoxifying mechanisms include anthocyanins, ascorbate, carotenoids 
and glutathione. ROS scavenging enzymes include cytochrome P450, superoxide dismutases (SOD), 
ascorbate peroxidases (APX), and catalases (CAT). In addition, glutathione-s-transferases (GST) 
have an important role as detoxifying enzymes involved in the maintenance of the glutathione to 
glutathione disulfide (GSH:GSSG) ratio, crucial for ROS equilibrium. A number of biotic and abiotic 
environmental factors, including pathogen attack, drought, heat, high salinity, and the presence of 
xenobiotic compounds, like herbicides and ozone (O3), can induce ROS-induced oxidative stress in 
plants.   
ROS production and metabolism is considered to be at the interface between biotic and abiotic 
stress responses. However, the crosstalk triggered by oxidative stresses has shown complex and 
highly environment-dependent responses, making the elucidation of mechanisms behind these 
responses of high importance in crop research.  
Interaction between biotic stresses in the form of fungal disease and high atmospheric ozone 
elevation in agricultural fields, is one of these combinations of ROS-producing stresses that need 
supplementary research.  Tropospheric ozone concentration had not been previously thought to be 
a factor that could interact significantly with fungal infections (Sandermann Jr, 2000). This notion 
came from the very different environmental conditions needed for their development: ozone 
formation is favored under highly polluted and high temperature circumstances, while most fungal 
infections affecting crops on rural areas are favored by high moisture and mild temperatures. 
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However, as ozone background concentration on rural environments rises, the interaction of both 
biotic and abiotic stresses and its possible effect on crop development warrants further research. In 
addition, changes in atmospheric composition may also alter naturally occurring pathogen and pest 
cycles. Temperature and atmospheric changes may have repercussions on different levels of the 
plant-pathogen interactions, from molecular responses to the physical composition of the 
pathogen’s microenvironment.  
Previous research has shown a very wide variety of responses and their high dependence on 
pathogen race, crop variety, and the combination of environmental stressors. This wide variability 
in plant-pathogen response to climate change requires each pairing of plant-pathogen populations, 
or pathosystem, to be considered almost uniquely (Eastburn et al., 2011). Despite this specificity 
fungal pathogen-ozone interactions can be divided according to the pathogen’s lifestyle: either 
biotrophic organisms which, as obligate parasites, infect live tissue; or 
necrotrophic/hemibiotrophic organisms that derive their nutrition from dead tissue during the 
infection period. This division is theorized to occur as a result of the photooxidative stress caused 
by ozone, characterized by the lowering of photosynthetic efficiency and premature leaf senescence 
(Vainonen and Kangasjärvi, 2014). In previous studies, necrotrophic/hemibiotrophic pathogens 
seem to be favored by the photooxidative stress and accelerated senescence induced by higher O3 
concentrations, while biotrophic pathogens do not benefit from this previous exposure; however, 
these trends are not universal (Eastburn et al., 2011; Manning and v. Tiedemann, 1995). 
In this type of oxidative stress interaction between responses to ozone and fungal infections, there 
is also the possibility of an oxidative stress-triggered priming of defense responses at a cellular 
level. In specific, abiotic ozone stress and biotic stress caused by fungal pathogen attacks share an 
accumulation of ROS in the apoplast, resulting from the breakdown of ozone into ROS and the 
‘oxidative burst’ reaction for pathogen attack, respectively. This ‘oxidative burst’ is a response in 
which membrane-bound NADPH oxidases, a type of respiratory burst oxidase homologues (RBOHs) 
produce an accumulation of ROS directly into the extracellular space. RBOHs have a major role in 
the creation and amplification of the ROS signal in the plant immune response; they’re regulated by 
Ca2+ through their EF-hand motifs in the N terminus (Baxter et al., 2014) and reduce oxygen into 
superoxide. Superoxide can then transform into hydrogen peroxide, which in turn is a longer lasting 
molecule that can be used for cell to cell communication. This extracellular ROS activity is thought 
to be responsible for the activation and amplification of a self-propagating ROS wave, thus 
explaining its systemic nature (Mittler et al., 2011).  
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The priming of resistance responses, when achieved by a previous, sub-lethal exposure to a 
different stressor agent has been referred to as cross-tolerance. Cross-tolerance can be broadly 
defined as a phenomenon in which a plant can better withstand multiple stresses, both biotic and 
abiotic because of its superior inherent detoxification mechanisms or by priming after initial 
contact with oxidative stress-causing agents. (Barrios Perez and Brown, 2014). Early evaluations of 
cross-tolerance to xenobiotic oxidative agents were performed in Conyza bonaerenses and tobacco 
biotypes which showed higher levels of resistance after treatments with ozone, sulfur dioxide and 
paraquat (Shaaltiel et al., 1988). Maize inbred lines were tested for oxidative stress resistance after 
sulfur dioxide and paraquat treatments, and it correlated with drought resistance and high levels of 
CuZn superoxide dismutase and glutathione-reductase activity (Malan et al., 1990).  In addition, 
according to the theory of Quantitative Disease Resistance (Poland et al., 2009), loci involved in the 
detoxifying plant response, or its signal transduction pathway, could be part of a basal biotic stress 
resistance system. GST genes, specifically, have been implicated in processes modulating disease 
resistance through molecular biology in model organisms like Arabidopsis and tobacco (Dean et al., 
2005; Wagner et al., 2002), as well as in multiple disease resistance through forward genetic 
screens (Wisser et al., 2011, 2005).  
Chemical compounds known as herbicide safeners offer evidence of the protection afforded by the 
enhancement of the plant’s detoxification responses, e.g. GST upregulation. Herbicide safeners are a 
group of synthetic compounds gaining popularity because of their ability to protect monocot crop 
species from herbicide damage. Their use in combination with specific herbicides allows effective 
weed control by improving herbicide selectivity, without compromising efficacy against weedy 
species. Although safener compounds are chemically diverse and their mechanisms are not entirely 
known, in general they improve the plants’ metabolism of xenobiotic compounds and give the crop 
herbicide tolerance through the expression of detoxification-related genes such as GSTs and P450s. 
Since many herbicides with widespread use on agronomic crops have modes of action based on the 
uncontrolled production of ROS at the target site, herbicide tolerance mechanisms are often related 
to the plants' ability to scavenge activated oxygen and thereby avoid oxidative stress. Safeners are 
able to induce oxidative-stress defense responses without causing a surge of ROS and actual 
damage to the plant; this is possibly done by activating pre-existing secondary metabolism 
pathways through the interference of oxidized lipids (Riechers et al., 2010). There is evidence as 
well for safener-enhanced tolerance to diverse abiotic stresses other than herbicides. For example, 
the use of the safener dichlormid was shown to reduce the synergistic damage from high herbicide 
and high ozone applications in corn (Hatzios, 1983a). Dichlormid (2,2-dichloro-N,N-
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diallylacetamide) is a safener commonly used in corn to protect against injuries from herbicides in 
the chloroacetanilide and thiocarbamate families; its main mode of action seems to involve 
upregulation of specific GST genes. Given their widespread involvement in detoxification, safeners 
research is of great importance to and oxidative stress-resistance mechanisms. The responses 
induced by dichlormid in response to high ozone, and their possible interactions, could and lead to 
studies for a possible management-based option for alleviating oxidative stress in crops.  
A common set of maize lines were used to evaluate responses and possible interactions between, 
ozone and fungal disease, and ozone and herbicide safeners, in the field and in growth chamber 
environments, respectively. The results from these studies can help further the understanding of a 
base oxidative stress response system, as well as provide useful information on how might these 

















CHAPTER 2: THE ROLE OF ROS SIGNALING IN CROSS-TOLERANCE: FROM MODEL TO 
CROP 1 
As sessile organisms, plants must adapt to adversity. Diverse biotic and abiotic stresses trigger 
systemic defense responses that involve the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS). This 
review discusses overlap between ROS-inducing stress responses as a possible explanation for two 
distinct phenomena: the enhancement of plant stress tolerance following previous exposure to 
another type of stress (induced cross-tolerance), and the ability of specific genetic variants to 
provide resistance to multiple distinct stresses (inherent cross-tolerance). Since ROS-triggered 
reactions mediate stresses that impact crop yield and quality, we also consider the gaps in the 
knowledge required to translate this research from model plants to crops. 
ROS homeostasis and localization 
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are unstable molecules produced both as a result of normal aerobic 
metabolic processes inside the plant cell, and in response to abiotic stresses including drought, 
heat, high salinity, high light, osmotic stress, metal toxicity, and the presence of xenobiotics like 
herbicides and ozone (O3). ROS are also produced in response to biotic stresses during the 
‘oxidative burst’. ROS molecules include superoxide (O2-), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), and singlet 
oxygen (O2*), and cause cell damage through lipid and protein oxidation and nucleic acid 
degradation (Apel and Hirt, 2004). The conflict between ROS toxicity and signaling roles has led to a 
tightly regulated equilibrium between ROS generation and scavenging. Oxidative stress in plant 
cells results from a disturbance in this equilibrium (Halliwell, 2006) and triggers both enzymatic 
and non-enzymatic mechanisms for scavenging free oxygen radicals. Non-enzymatic scavenging 
mechanisms involve the production of antioxidants including anthocyanins, ascorbate, carotenoids 
and glutathione. Enzymatic scavenging mechanisms include the production of superoxide 
dismutase (SOD), ascorbate peroxidase (APX), and catalase (CAT) (Apel and Hirt, 2004). 
Glutathione S-transferases (GSTs) and cytochrome P450s also scavenge ROS or their by-products. 
ROS localization is specific to the type of stress to which the plant is subjected.  Physical stresses 
that lower the rate of carbon fixation lead to photooxidative stress, which involves light-dependent 
ROS overproduction in the chloroplast. Such stresses include drought, high salinity, high 
temperature and xenobiotic compounds like methyl viologen (MV; “paraquat”). In contrast, O3 
                                                          
1 © 2014 Perez and Brown. This chapter has been previously published under a Creative Commons 
license.  Perez IB and Brown PJ (2014) The role of ROS signaling in cross-tolerance: from model to 
crop. Front. Plant Sci. 5:754. doi: 10.3389/fpls.2014.00754 
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treatment, H202 treatment, and pathogen attack induce the accumulation of ROS in the apoplast. O3 
is delivered directly into the extracellular space via stomates, where it is broken down into 
hydrogen peroxide and superoxide (Vainonen and Kangasjärvi, 2014). During the oxidative burst 
produced in response to pathogen attack, a class of NADPH oxidases in the cell membrane 
(respiratory burst oxidase homologues, or RBOHs) reduce oxygen into superoxide, which quickly 
forms hydrogen peroxide and diffuses from cell to cell through the extracellular space. Specific 
isozymes of APX and SOD localize to the cytosol, chloroplasts, apoplast, peroxisomes and 
mitochondria, whereas catalase localizes exclusively to peroxisomes. Lipid-soluble non-enzymatic 
antioxidants like anthocyanins and carotenoids are associated with cell and organelle membranes, 
while water soluble ascorbate and glutathione localize to the cytosol, chloroplasts, and other 
subcellular compartments (Mittler, 2002). 
ROS as basal resistance signaling molecules linking biotic and abiotic stress 
Sensing: It is not clear exactly how plant cells sense ROS, as specific ROS receptors have not yet been 
identified. One possibility is that ROS directly modify redox-sensitive proteins, including 
phosphatases (Apel and Hirt, 2004), and heat shock transcription factors (HSFs); (Miller and 
Mittler, 2006). In Arabidopsis, overexpression of HSF-A1b conferred higher resistance to both 
drought and bacterial infection; this response was found to be dependent on H2O2 signaling but 
independent of hormone signaling, placing it within the basal immune system (Bechtold et al., 
2013). Transcriptome analysis of rice responses to cold, heat and oxidative stress also suggests that 
HSFs play a crucial role in basal immunity. Binding sites for HSFs were significantly enriched in the 
promoters of upregulated genes in all three stress treatments, leading to the hypothesis that “the 
HSF/HSP regulon may be regarded as the central regulator of plant stress responses involving ROS 
accumulation” (Mittal et al., 2012).   
Signal Transduction: Zinc Finger and WRKY transcription factors are both widely involved in the 
regulation of ROS-related defense genes. The expression of several zinc finger proteins in 
Arabidopsis, ZAT7 and ZAT12, is strongly upregulated by oxidative stress in APX knockouts and in 
response to H2O2 and MV treatment (Rizhsky, 2004). ZAT12 was later found to be involved in the 
regulation of resistance to high light, osmotic and oxidative stress, with overexpression mutants 
showing higher stress tolerance (Davletova et al., 2005). ZAT10 has a dual role as both inducer and 
repressor of ROS-responsive genes under salt, drought and osmotic stresses (Mittler et al., 2006; 
Sakamoto et al., 2004). ZAT6 positively regulates resistance to salt, drought, and chilling stress as 
well as resistance to bacterial infection by modulating ROS-level and SA-related gene expression 
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(Shi et al., 2014). The WRKY transcription factor family includes several genes important for the 
disease response (Pandey and Somssich, 2009), and WRKY transcription factors participate in the 
cross-talk between biotic and abiotic resistance through ROS gene-related modulation (Mittler et 
al., 2011). WRKY25 is induced under heat, osmotic and oxidative stress, and appears to be 
regulated by ZAT12. Unlike ZAT12, however, its overexpression did not result in significantly 
higher tolerance (Rizhsky, 2004). WRKY70 is a key regulator of plant disease response and a known 
crossroads between the SA and JA pathways, being induced by the former and inhibited by the 
latter (Li et al., 2004), and it interacts directly with ZAT7 (Ciftci-Yilmaz et al., 2007). WRKY30 is 
rapidly induced by inoculation with several pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), and 
oxidative (MV) stress; its overexpression in young plants conferred resistance to oxidative and salt 
stress (Scarpeci et al., 2013, p. 30) 
Signal Amplification: Respiratory burst oxidase homologues (RBOHs) are a small family of 
membrane-bound proteins with a major role in the creation and amplification of the ROS signal in a 
variety of plant immune and developmental responses. RBOHs are responsible for releasing O2- into 
the apoplast and are regulated by Ca2+ through EF-hand motifs in the N terminus (Baxter et al., 
2014). This extracellular ROS activity is thought to be responsible for the activation and 
amplification of a self-propagating ROS wave, thus explaining the systemic nature of the immune 
response (Mittler et al., 2011). Given the role of Ca2+ in activating RBOHs, calcium-dependent 
protein kinases (CDPKs) are another possible node of convergence in ROS signaling. Tobacco leaves 
infiltrated with a constitutively active version of NtCDPK2, usually only activated by pathogen 
attack, responded to mild abiotic stress with an expanding HR (Kobayashi et al., 2007). 
Additionally, plasma membrane Ca2+ transporters were shown to mediate tolerance to different 
oxidative stresses in virus-inoculated tobacco (Shabala et al., 2011). 
Role of ROS in systemic responses and programmed cell death 
Systemic resistance primes plant-wide defense responses following an initial localized trigger. 
Systemic acquired resistance (SAR) refers to the enhanced response observed after pathogen 
attack, systemic acquired acclimation (SAA) to a similar response elicited from non-lethal doses of 
abiotic stressors, and induced systemic resistance (ISR) to the response to symbiotic associations 
with mutualistic microbes. Systemic responses to wounding and herbivory have also been 
described (Baxter et al., 2014). While these responses have distinct molecular signatures, they all 
involve ROS signaling. Comparison of Arabidopsis transcriptome responses to a variety of stressors 
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(MV, O3, fungal toxin, 3-aminotriazole herbicide, and antioxidant-compromised mutants) identified 
a core set of ROS-dependent response genes (Gadjev, 2006).  
Treatment with both O3 and fungal elicitors activates an oxidative burst response and components 
of the HR signaling pathway (Sandermann Jr, 1996; Wohlgemuth et al., 2002). The rcd1 mutant in 
Arabidopsis displays both high sensitivity to O3 and a deficient programmed cell death (PCD) 
response, which is known to be regulated by ROS (De Pinto et al., 2012). Transcriptome analysis of 
the rcd1 mutant found clusters of O3-upregulated genes with enrichment of GO terms “response to 
salicylic acid stimulus” and “response to bacterium”. In addition WRKY70 and SGT1b, required for 
ubiquitin mediated protein degradation, were found to be involved in regulation of ROS-induced 
PCD (Brosché et al., 2014). 
Cross-tolerance may result from ROS signal overlap 
Cross-tolerance, also referred to as cross-resistance or cross-protection (Tippmann et al., 2006), 
refers to the enhanced ability of a plant to tolerate multiple stresses. Here we attempt to unify three 
distinct types of plant stress tolerance studies (Fig. 1): datasets describing transcriptional overlap 
between stress responses; datasets describing the priming or suppression of plant stress responses 
following exposure to a different type of stress (induced cross-tolerance); and datasets describing 
genetic overlap between resistance to different stresses (inherent cross-tolerance). Comparison of 
these datasets within a single experimental system would create a powerful platform for 
understanding systemic resistance and would allow a series of null hypotheses to be tested (Fig 1). 
Correlations between these datasets may be due in part to common ROS signals that are refined to 
provide stress-specific information through differences in localization, amplitude, and frequency of 
the ROS electrical wave (Mittler et al., 2011). 
Induced Cross-Tolerance 
Following the recognition of systemic resistance in plants, agronomists have pursued the possibility 
of inducing systemic resistance in crops through chemical means. A growing family of agrochemical 
products targeted as “defense-inducers” aims to emulate or induce the accumulation of H2O2 in SAR 
(thoroughly reviewed by (Gozzo and Faoro, 2013)). Exogenously-applied salicylic acid has been 
used to attempt to improve plant responses to drought (Alam et al., 2013), salt stress 
(Hasanuzzaman et al., 2014), iron-deficiency (Jing et al., 2014), pesticides (Singh et al., 2013), and 
heavy metals (Siddiqui et al., 2013). Some fungicides and herbicides appear to have fortuitous 
secondary uses as defense inducers. In field trials against soybean stem rot, early application of 
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dyphenyl ether herbicide lactofen was found to significantly reduce disease severity in a high 
disease-pressure environment (Dann et al., 1999), possibly due to the induced overexpression of PR 
proteins and thaumatin/osmotin-like proteins also involved in osmotic stress tolerance (Graham, 
2005). Treatment of tobacco with the fungicide pyraclostrobin enhanced resistance to both Tobacco 
mosaic virus and Pseudomonas spp. infection, even in SA-deficient mutants, suggesting a SA-
independent response (Herms et al., 2002). Dual application of the fungicide chlorothalonil and the 
antiozonant compound EDU resulted in higher resistance to O3 injury and elevated levels of 
glutathione (Hassan, 2006). Pretreatment of potato roots with aluminum (Al3+)  resulted in four-
fold higher leaf resistance to late blight (Phytophthora infestans) and the accumulation of SA and 
distal NO (Arasimowicz-Jelonek et al., 2013). The common theme in these responses seems to be an 
initial disruption of cellular ROS homeostasis by the inducer, followed by enhanced detoxification 
capacity. The same principle is employed by herbicide safeners, which are chemical seed 
treatments that induce expression of detoxification enzymes (GSTs and cytochrome P450s) in the 
germinating seedling, protecting it from subsequent herbicide injury. The exact mechanisms 
through which safeners confer herbicide resistance are unknown, although oxidized lipids 
(“oxylipins”) have been proposed to play a key role (Riechers et al., 2010). A clear link between 
oxylipins and systemic resistance was demonstrated using the lipoxygenase3 (lox3) mutant of 
maize, which is deficient for 9-oxylipin production in roots and shows enhanced resistance to 
fungal diseases and constitutive ISR response (Constantino et al., 2013). 
Direct application of ROS by oxidative agents has also been investigated as a potential means of 
inducing cross-tolerance. H2O2 is a known activator of antioxidant defenses and has been used as 
seed pretreatment for wheat planted into environments that experience drought and/or salt stress 
(He and Gao, 2009; Wahid et al., 2007). O3 is an attractive inducer because doses can be carefully 
calibrated for low toxicity. Inoculation of tobacco plants with either O3 or UV-light resulted in 
accumulation of SA and PR proteins and induced resistance to Tobacco mosaic virus (Yalpani et al., 
1994). Tomato plants showed increased resistance to Cucumber mosaic virus after being 
regenerated from calli previously treated with a low dosage of O3 (Sudhakar et al., 2007), 
suggesting that the memory of oxidative stress persists through ontogeny. 
The success of inducers has been varied, possibly due to limited understanding of the dynamics 
between triggers and resistant responses. For example, bean plants pretreated with BTH, a 
functional analogue of SA, were more sensitive to O3 fumigation 1-2 days after BTH pre-treatment 
but more resistant to O3 fumigation 5-7 days after BTH pre-treatment (Iriti et al., 2003). Many other 
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studies similarly highlight the importance of dosage and timing to the success of an inducer 
(Buschmann et al., 2005; Geetha and Shetty, 2002; Hayat et al., 2010; Herman et al., 2008; Rao and 
Davis, 1999; Sandermann Jr, 1996).  
Inherent Cross-Tolerance 
Development of crop varieties with durable resistance to multiple stresses is a nearly universal goal 
in plant breeding. Qualitative, race-specific disease resistance can be quickly overcome because of 
the selective pressure it imposes on pathogen populations. Quantitative, broad-spectrum disease 
resistance (QDR) involves multiple loci encoding resistance alleles, usually of modest effect, that 
provide a more durable resistance against multiple races and species of pathogen. QDR has also 
been shown to improve the durability of qualitative resistance (Brun et al., 2010). Empirical 
evidence for QDR arises from QTL meta-analysis showing clustering of QTL for different diseases 
(Wisser et al., 2005), and from high genetic correlations between resistances to different diseases 
observed  across collections of genetically diverse individuals (Wisser et al., 2011). The enhanced 
capacity of specific individuals within a species to resist multiple stresses could result from a 
variety of mechanisms, including plant and cell architecture, signal transduction, and the 
detoxification response (Poland et al., 2009). However, inherent cross-tolerance between widely 
divergent stresses suggests a basal generalized ability to avoid cellular redox disequilibrium.  
A plant’s ability to tolerate exogenously-applied ROS has been used as a simple initial screen for 
multiple stress resistance. A survey of diverse Arabidopsis accessions found great natural variation 
in O3 tolerance (Brosché et al., 2010). Shared resistance to O3, SO3 and MV was found between 
tolerant Lolium perenne and tobacco biotypes (Shaaltiel et al., 1988). A global survey of Medicago 
truncatula accessions found a positive correlation between tolerance to oxidative stress and 
drought stress, as well as a significant negative correlation between basal ROS level and oxidative 
stress tolerance (Puckette et al., 2007). Tolerances to oxidative stress and drought stress in a set of 
rice landraces and improved varieties were found to be strongly correlated both with each other 
and with population structure, with japonica lines and improved varieties showing higher tolerance 
to both stresses than indica lines (Iseki et al., 2013). A positive correlation between oxidative stress 
tolerance, antioxidant activity and drought tolerance was found in a set of maize inbred lines 
evaluated for resistance to MV, acifluorfen herbicide and SO2 (Malan et al., 1990). MV-based 
screening of progeny from a cross between a drought-tolerant and a drought-sensitive rice variety 
was used to predict drought tolerance in a dry-season rice breeding program (Iseki et al., 2013).   
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Glutathione-S-transferase (GST) genes play an important role in the maintenance of ROS 
equilibrium and have been widely reported to play a role in biotic and abiotic stress resistance 
(Dean et al., 2005; Wagner et al., 2002). Comparison of MV-induced stress transcriptomes between 
japonica and indica rice subspecies indicated GST activity as a major differentiated GO module (Liu 
et al., 2010).  A multivariate GWAS to identify sources of multiple disease resistance in maize 
pinpointed a GST gene associated with resistance to three major fungal diseases (Wisser et al., 
2011). In screens for resistance to specific diseases in the high resolution nested association 
mapping population of maize, GSTs, cytochrome P450s and receptor-like kinases (RLKs) were 
identified as candidates (Kump et al., 2011). A meta-analysis of published QTL studies in rice for 
resistance to several diseases yielded a type III GST as a candidate gene for functional studies 
(Wisser et al., 2005). It is not clear whether GSTs are acting directly on specific, pathogen-derived 
toxins or indirectly on ROS-derived compounds, like peroxidized lipids, that result from stress. 
Model to Crop 
Translational genomics relies on conservation of gene function and network architecture between 
model and crop species, and the likelihood of success is expected to depend on the model-crop 
divergence time. However, networks of co-expressed genes are more stable across evolutionary 
time than individual genes. For example, a study comparing abiotic stress-responsive gene 
networks between Arabidopsis and Medicago found that  ~60% of Arabidopsis genes could be 
assigned a clear ortholog in Medicago despite a divergence time of ~125 million years (Hyung et al., 
2014). Construction of weighted co-expression gene networks in Arabidopsis and rice under 
bacterial and drought stress identified a number of “response to oxidative stress”-annotated 
modules that were upregulated in both species in response to both stresses (Shaik and 
Ramakrishna, 2013), suggesting that with appropriate methodology, biological inferences can be 
translated between distantly-related genomes. Another hurdle in translational genomics is the 
transition from greenhouse or growth chamber to a field environment. Stress factors in controlled 
environments are usually imposed in isolation, whereas crop plants under field conditions are 
nearly always exposed to multiple stresses that may interact with each other (Mittler, 2006). 
Sudden imposition of stress in controlled environments also downplays the importance of plant 
acclimation and the mild, chronic stresses that prevail in nature. Part of the solution may involve 
the adoption of new technologies that allow increased experimental control over field 
environments. For example, rainout shelters allow manipulation of soil water profile and drought 
stress in a field setting, and FACE (Free Air Concentration Enrichment) facilities alter atmospheric 
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variables, including CO2 and O3 concentrations, to obtain realistic estimates of their effects on crop 
yields (Ort et al., 2006). Plant resistance to multiple stresses may be constrained by antagonistic 
interactions. However, evidence from transcriptional, quantitative genetic, and agronomic datasets 
shows that plants respond to multiple biotic and abiotic stresses using similar, ROS-mediated 
mechanisms. Deliberate integration of information between these different types of datasets will 
help us understand and exploit cross-tolerance, providing improved agronomic and genetic tools 



























Figure 1. Integration of experimental approaches to studying plant cross-tolerance. Three hypothetical 
stresses (biotic or abiotic) are shown in blue, green and yellow. Marker-trait association studies (A), 
pretreatment effect studies (B), and gene expression studies (C), when performed under consistent 
experimental conditions, can be used to test a series of null hypotheses. ROS signaling is proposed to play a 




CHAPTER 3: DISEASE AT THE MAIZE/OZONE PROJECT 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Ozone (O3) is a powerful phytotoxic air pollutant and greenhouse gas. Overall tropospheric ozone 
concentrations are increasing yearly as a result of increased human activity (Wilkinson et al., 2011), 
and can lead to harmful concentrations over rural areas, and subsequent crop yield loss. High ozone 
concentrations had not been previously thought to be a factor that interacted significantly with 
fungal infections (Sandermann Jr, 2000). Both ozone and plant disease result in oxidative stress to 
crop plants, but possible interactions between them are not well understood. Previous research 
into the combined responses to high ozone concentrations and fungal disease showed a diversity of 
responses with high specificity to pathogen race, crop variety and the combination of 
environmental stressors. 
Possible effects of ozone on disease development include tissue- and cellular-level ROS-dependent 
responses. At the tissue level, accelerated leaf senescence caused by chronic ozone exposure can 
affect the pathogen’s physical environment, with different consequences for biotrophic versus 
necrotrophic and hemibiotrophic pathogens. Previous observations suggest that necrotrophic and 
hemibiotrophic pathogens are favored, although not universally, by the oxidative stress induced by 
high O3, while biotrophic pathogens do not benefit from the increased availability of necrotic tissue  
(Eastburn et al., 2011; Manning and v. Tiedemann, 1995). At the cellular level, high O3 involves an 
ROS outburst similar to the ‘oxidative burst’ response experienced by plants after pathogen attack. 
Excess ROS can lead to oxidative damage of different cellular components and lower photosynthetic 
capacity; however, it can also lead to priming of defense responses by activating signal transduction 
signaling pathways (Vainonen and Kangasjärvi, 2014). 
The objective of this study was to assess differences in severity of naturally occurring fungal 
diseases in diverse maize inbred lines subjected to elevated and ambient ozone concentrations. 
Moreover, to identify the major sources of variation driving different responses and whether they 
correlate to changes at the tissue or cellular level. The use of FACE technology allows the evaluation 









The SoyFACE facilities are located on 32 ha in Savoy, IL, USA (40°02′N, 88°14′W, 228 m above sea 
level; (http://www.soyface.uiuc.edu). Soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) and maize (Zea mays) are 
each planted on one half of the area and rotated annually (Fig. 2A). The Free Air Concentration 
Enrichment (FACE) system delivers ozone or carbon dioxide into the space surrounding a crop’s 
canopy in order to meet a target gas concentration.  This is achieved by injecting high velocity gas 
via numerous small perforations in the octagonal emission pipes that form the ring around the crop 
canopy (Fig. 2B). The quantity and direction of the gas released is modulated through real-time 
measurement of natural wind direction and speed as well as continuous gas concentration 
monitoring (http://maizeo3face.illinois.edu). 
Treatment 
Ambient ozone concentration (ambient [O3]) rings are the control treatment and have no gas-
release system around them, thus depending on the background ozone concentration in the field, 
which averages ~40 ppb during the summer. The treatment for the elevated ozone concentration 
(elevated [O3]) rings consists of a target concentration of ~100 ppb.  All rings were subject to 
ambient CO2 concentrations which averaged at ~395 ppm for the summer months. The fumigation 
program starts not more than three weeks after planting and ends after harvest and plant death 
(see Table 1 for exact dates and concentrations per year). The program runs eight hours a day 
starting at 10 am, and it is shut off under conditions of high leaf wetness or null wind speed in order 
to prevent the formation of hazardous high ozone-concentration pockets.  
Ring Design 
The maize/ozone portion of SoyFACE consists of 16 octagonal rings in which experimental plots of 
maize are arranged; these plots are 3.3 m. single-row plots. Within each row plot eight 
representative plants were marked to be used for multiple sampling and monitoring throughout 
the season. The rings can contain either inbred lines or hybrids, depending of the design of the 
whole experiment on a given year. Disease rating was only performed on the inbred portion of the 
project during its first three seasons (2013-2015). Adjacent rings are arranged in paired blocks: 
both rings have the same layout of genotypes (Fig. 2C), with one ring under ambient ozone 
concentration and the other under elevated ozone concentration (elevated [O3]). The total number 




2013: For the 2013 field season all 16 rings were planted with inbred lines, arranged in 8 paired-
ring blocks with a total of 204 genotypes. Each ring had 64 plots, and each genotype was 
represented in 2 of the 8 paired-ring blocks, with 2 ambient-elevated paired plots (N=2) and a total 
of 4 row plots. The B73 used as a check had N= 96.   
2014: For the 2014 field season the inbred portion of the experiment consisted of 8 experimental 
rings, arranged in 4 paired-ring blocks. Each ring had 64 row plots with a total of 50 genotypes.  All 
genotypes had N=4, except for the B73 and Mo17 checks with N= 40 and N= 16, respectively.  
2015: For the 2015 field season the inbred portion consisted again of 8 experimental rings arranged 
in 4 paired-ring blocks.  Each ring had 62 row plots with a total of 10 genotypes with either N= 32 
or N=20 (Table 2). 
Genotype selection 
The first three years of the Maize/Ozone project were a genotype screen in search of diversity in 
responses to elevated ozone concentrations. The first year, 204 inbred lines were chosen from the 
282 Association Panel (Flint-Garcia et al., 2005), by excluding tropical lines that would fail to flower 
in Illinois. From the initial 204 lines screened, 12 tolerant and 13 sensitive lines were chosen, along 
with the 26 founder lines from the Nested Association Mapping population (NAM) (McMullen et al., 
2009). These inbreds, along with the B73 check, were the 52 lines grown in 2014. For 2015, 10 
inbred lines were selected, out of which four (B73, Mo17, C123 and Hp301) had higher replication 
than the rest.  Tolerant or sensitive lines were identified through diverse physiological and 
biochemical responses measured. In 2013 these included chlorophyll content, leaf number, dates of 
anthesis and silking, and plant height. In 2014, ear mass, kernel weight, stomatal density and 
sucrose content were also used in the selection of lines. The criteria for defining a line as tolerant 
was based on its non-responsiveness to the elevated [O3] treatment; while sensitive lines included 
ones that suffered significant and consistent changes under elevated [O3]. 
Disease Evaluation: Foliar Disease 
Naturally occurring foliar disease was evaluated at two time points during the season. Given the 
diversity of lines in the field, the first time point (Round 1) was set after at least 50% of the lines 
had reached reproductive stage (R1, monitored through days to anthesis). A second time point 
(Round 2) was added in 2014 and 2015, to re-evaluate plants after at least 80% of lines had 
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reached flowering. For exact dates of scoring see Table 3. At the time of scoring, two independent 
scorers evaluated the leaf subtending the primary ear of all plants in each row plot. Type and 
amount of fungal infection damage was estimated with a visual 10-point severity scale, where 0 and 
9 signified no visible lesions and a leaf 100% covered in lesions, respectively (Fig. 3A). Multiple 
diseases were often found in a single row plot, so each foliar disease was treated as an independent 
trait. The registered values were the average rating for each disease per row plot.  
Disease Evaluation: Ear rot 
Ear rot ratings were taken on ears from the 8 individual plants that were used for measurements in 
each plot. The primary ears from these eight plants were hand harvested in a staggered manner, 
according to each line’s maturity. Evaluation was done immediately after harvest and before their 
placement into the drying oven. The type of fungal rot was identified and individual ear scores were 
given based on a 0-6 visual scale (Fig. 3B), with the extremes signifying either a completely healthy 
or a completely rot-covered ear respectively. The values used for analyses, were the per-plot 
average of the ratings given to all 8 plants, Ear rot ratings were bulked given that in almost all cases, 
a single disease was present on each ear. Ear rot was evaluated starting in 2014. 
Disease Evaluation: Stalk rot  
Lodging was used as a measure for stalk rot after harvest, and was measured in all individual plants 
of a row plot. For each plant, pressure was applied at the location of the ear on the stalk bending it 
to approximately 30 degrees from the vertical (15 cm) and held for 5 seconds (University of 
Kentucky IPM, 2015).  If no ear was present pressure was applied ~1.2m up the stalk. Lodging due 
to infection was recorded on a presence/absence basis. Missing and already mechanically lodged 
plants were marked as NA. The value used for analyses was the proportion of individual plants 
lodged per row plot. In 2013 stalk rot was evaluated approximately three weeks after a universal 
harvest date. In 2015, stalk rot assessment was staggered two weeks after the harvest schedule, 
which in turn was based on maturity dates. In 2014, end-of-season environmental conditions 
caused widespread mechanical lodging and stalk rot was not evaluated. 
Statistical analysis 
For foliar and ear disease analysis, the obtained visual scores were anchored to 1 (original value + 
1) for statistical processing and then submitted to quality control check to mark missing values, 
scores outside the 0-9 scale and other anomalies. In the case of multiple scorers per unit, the 
absolute difference between corresponding scores was taken and any unit with a difference 
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between scorers of >2 points in the 0-9 scale, was removed from further analysis. The remaining 
values were averaged between both scorers. Stalk disease values were submitted to quality control 
to check for missing values, after which a weighted proportion of lodged/not lodged individual 
plants was taken and used as the plot value for further statistical analysis.  
Paired genotypic differences.  
Given the high diversity of inbred lines used, there was a need to account for the variability in the 
natural susceptibility to each disease when comparing paired plot differences. To control for a line’s 
basal susceptibility, the value for a genotype’s plot in an elevated ozone ring was weighted by the 
value of its paired plot in the corresponding ambient ozone ring.  This leads to a single value of 
response per elevated/ambient pair within a block. Therefore a genotype’s response value 
consisted of:  
(Ambient [O3] score – Elevated [O3] score) / (Ambient [O3] score + Elevated [O3] score) 
 
This normalization led to values with a range from -1 to +1. A negative value indicates a higher 
severity of the disease under the elevated ozone treatment, a positive value indicates a higher 
severity of the specific disease under the ambient [O3] treatment, and a 0 value indicates no 
difference in severity between the ambient and elevated paired plots. These paired-plot differences 
were used in simple two-tailed t-tests to help confirm the overall direction of the responses to [O3] 
treatment, whenever present.  
Linear Models 
In order to assess the presence of an overall effect of elevated ozone on a particular disease across 
different genotypes, the anchored rating values were fitted to a generalized mixed model. Firstly, a 
different model was used to analyze each year-by-disease combination separately. The model for 
each disease in a given year consisted of: 
Score = Maturity covariate + [O3] Treatment + Genotype + Block + Round + Scorer + [O3] 
Treatment*Genotype + [O3] Treatment*Block +E 
 
The individual models account for different maturities through a days-to-anthesis covariate; 
treatment, either elevated or ambient ozone; genotype; paired block; scorer, when more than one 
was present; as well as the significant term interactions. The paired block term was treated as 
random, while the rest of the terms were treated as fixed. Because of the initial non-normal error 
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distribution, a generalized linear mixed model was fitted, specifying a Poisson family distribution 
with a “log” link. A first order Autoregressive (AR1) variance-covariance structure was fitted to 
account for the spatial correlation of plots. The significance of the maturity covariate, block and 
scorer terms was inconsistent and depended on disease and year combination. Results presented 
focus on the overall ozone treatment effect and its interactions with genotypes.  
In addition, a multiyear model was fitted to diseases seen in more than one season, using only 
values from the final ten lines selected. The model for each disease present on multiple years 
consisted of: 
Score = Maturity covariate + Year + [O3] Treatment + Genotype+ Year*[O3] + [O3]*Genotype + 
Year*Genotype + [O3]*Year*Genotype + Block (Year) + Scorer + E 
 
Foliar disease correlations 
Each year phenotypic and genotypic correlations between the present foliar diseases were 
calculated. Phenotypic correlations were calculated as the Spearman correlation coefficient 
between the anchored rating values. Genotypic correlations used the variance estimates from a 










2  represents the variance component of Disease 1, 𝜎𝐷2
2  is the variance component of 
Disease 2, 𝜎𝐷1:𝐷2
2  is the covariance between Disease 1 and 2, and 𝜌𝐷1:𝐷2 is the genetic correlation 
between Disease 1 and 2.  
The Spearman correlations were calculated using the “Hmisc” package, and the generalized mixed 
models were run with the “ASReml-R” package, both in R.  All data formatting and analysis was 




Common rust was the most frequently occurring disease observed in the 2013 season (Table 4). 
While infection levels were rarely high (>4 rating), there were particularly susceptible genotypes 
(Fig. 4). In spite of its abundance, common rust had comparatively lower incidence than in the 
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following seasons; it also showed a marginally significant effect indicating a higher severity under 
the elevated [O3] treatment. During 2013 there was a low incidence level of northern corn leaf 
blight (NCLB) (Fig. 5), and it showed a marginally significant response of higher severity under 
elevated [O3] treatment. Gray leaf spot was the second most common disease (Fig. 6), and it showed 
significantly increased severity under the elevated [O3] treatment. In general there were not 
significant interactions between the [O3] treatment and the different genotypes, possibly due to low 
replication of genotypes (n=2) within treatments in the first season. Furthermore, the proportion of 
stalk rot, as measured through lodging, was significantly higher under the elevated [O3] treatment 
across most genotypes, and it did not show a significant interaction between [O3] and genotype.  
2014 
Common rust was widespread in 2014, but again severity scores were rarely high (Fig. 7). Although 
the difference between individual paired plots showed a higher severity under the ambient [O3] 
treatment, the overall effect of the [O3] treatment was not significant when fitted in the mixed 
model. There were also significant interactions between the [O3] treatment and the genotypes. 
NCLB was present at a higher rate in 2014 than in 2013 (Fig. 8). The [O3] treatment effect was not 
significant in the mixed model, and neither were the interactions between [O3] and genotype. 
Nonetheless, when ratings were analyzed by rounds separately, the scores from the later round of 
scoring showed a significant increase in NCLB severity under elevated [O3] treatment. During the 
2014 season, brown spot of corn appeared for the first time and was quite frequent, probably due 
to high rainfall. Brown Spot was less frequent than common rust, but it had more severe overall 
scores (Fig. 9). Treatment effect on brown spot severity between the ambient [O3] and elevated [O3] 
was highly significant, indicating a higher disease severity under the ambient [O3] treatment rings 
than in the elevated [O3] rings. This effect was confirmed by the paired difference between 
treatments t-test. The interaction between the [O3] treatment and the genotypes was also 
significant indicating the presence of some genotype-specific responses as well. However, there was 
no apparent correlation between the responses to ozone from all three foliar diseases and the 
previous designations of lines as “sensitive” or “tolerant”. 
Ear rot was evaluated as a combined trait for all fungal rots present (Table 5). The main individual 
rots observed were Diplodia ear rot (Stenocarpella maydis), Gibberella ear rot (Gibberella zeae), and 
Fusarium ear rot (Fusarium verticillioides). The [O3] treatment effect was not significant in the 
mixed model across genotypes, and neither were the interactions between [O3] and genotype. 
However, the model fit to the subset of B73 checks showed significantly higher ear rot severity 
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under ambient [O3], which agrees with a simple T-test between the paired differences showing the 
same overall trend (Table 6). 
The 2014 season was characterized by having abundant rainfall and cooler temperatures all 
throughout the growing period, including a few field flooding instances. This led to widespread 
severe lodging near the end of the season which prevented the evaluation of stalk rot for this 
season.  
2015 
Common rust showed a significant response in 2015, with higher disease severity under the 
ambient [O3] treatment, as well as the lack of significant interactions between [O3] treatment and 
the genotypes (Fig. 10). NCLB showed a trend of higher severity under the elevated [O3] treatment 
(Fig. 11), consistent with 2014, however the overall effect of [O3] was not significant when fit under 
the mixed model. Brown spot was present during the 2015 season as well, although with a lower 
incidence, possibly due to differences in rainfall pattern during the season as well as the reduction 
in number of susceptible genotypes (Fig. 12). Differences in severity between [O3] treatments were 
significant and consistent with the previous season’s response of higher brown spot severity under 
ambient [O3]; also consistent with the 2014 seasons there were genotype-dependent interactions. 
For gray leaf spot the overall response to [O3] treatment was not significant and it showed very 
strong genotype-dependent responses on the final ten genotypes evaluated during 2015 (Fig. 13). 
Given these interactions there was not a significant difference in the paired plot t-test.  In 2015, as 
well there was no apparent correlation between the responses to ozone from any specific foliar 
disease and the previous designations of lines as “sensitive” or “tolerant”. 
The proportion of stalk rot was uniformly and significantly higher under the elevated [O3] 
treatment across all genotypes, as it had been during the 2013 season (Fig. 14). In contrast, the 
differences in the severity of the combined ear rots between ambient and elevated [O3] treatments 
were not significant neither in the mixed model nor in the subset of B73 checks. There was less ear 
rot incidence in 2015 than 2014, possibly affected by a drier end of the season and narrower 
selection of genotypes.  
Combined year foliar disease analysis 
A combined analysis of foliar disease from the final set of ten inbred lines throughout the three 
seasons was conducted using a mixed model (Table 7). The results indicated a strong correlation 
between general levels of disease and environmental conditions. These environmental conditions 
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include summer temperature, as well as amount and timing of precipitation. Seasons 2014 and 
2015 were characterized by above average rainfall and low temperatures; therefore they were 
characterized for the terms of this study as high-disease pressure years. Comparison of the mean 
scores from the final set of ten genotypes shows the differences in total disease presence that 
reflect this disease pressure (Fig. 15). 
Common rust was present all three seasons; however there were differences in its response to [O3] 
between 2013 and 2014/2015, as reflected by the significant interaction term between year and 
[O3] treatment. During the 2013 season common rust was more severe under elevated [O3], while 
during the following two seasons of high disease pressure the response was in the opposite 
direction, with more severe infection under the ambient [O3] treatment. NCLB had a consistent 
response throughout the three seasons, as there wasn’t a significant interaction between season 
and [O3] treatment. This response consisted of a trend towards higher severity under the elevated 
[O3] treatment as seen with the accumulated ratings. However there was not a significant overall 
effect of [O3] on the multiple year model. Brown spot, which requires free standing water for 
dissemination was only present for the last two seasons. There were highly significant differences 
in brown spot severity levels between [O3] treatments, indicating higher severity under ambient 
[O3] than under elevated [O3], consistent with 2014 results.  
Phenotypic and genotypic correlations were calculated between all the foliar diseases present 
within a single season (Tables 8, 9, 10). For most of the disease combinations within each season 
there were no correlation, except for the weakly negative phenotypic correlation between common 
rust and brown spot, seen in both 2014 and 2015.  
3.4 DISCUSSION 
Characterizing the responses to the collective interactions of stresses present in the field is 
particularly important given the high individuality of pathogen-host reactions. Overall interactions 
between higher [O3] and the fungal infection appear to be specific to both a genotype’s basal 
susceptibility to a particular pathogen and to the oxidative stress itself. As much as it is important 
in stress research to work with combined factors, it is also important to gauge how these different 
combinations will play out in a field environment, the place of ultimate importance for agricultural 
research. Information on consistency and magnitude of responses is necessary for both future 




Changes seen in disease severity can be driven either by the host plant or the pathogen responses 
to different atmospheric O3 concentrations. While we cannot uncouple the environmental effect of 
[O3] from changes in pathogen fitness in this study, it is unlikely that the latter was a driving force 
for the responses seen. Even though ozone is a known antimicrobial and antifungal agent in crop 
storage, the reported effective threshold for antimicrobial activity starts around 3,000 ppb (White, 
2007), 30X greater than the target [O3] concentration for this study. Previous studies directly 
applying ozone to fungal plant pathogens have found little to no effect on growth and fitness using 
concentrations below 100-120 ppb (Manning and v. Tiedemann, 1995). It is therefore assumed that 
most of the responses in the infection dynamic are the result of the oxidative stress ozone inflicts on 
the host.  
Sources of field variability  
The highest source of variability throughout the study came from intra-specific variability between 
the inbred lines. Even when a genotype-independent response signal was found, there were lines, 
especially during the first season, which responded in an opposite direction to the overall trend or 
did not respond at all. This is an important limitation of studies where only one line has been 
looked at under multiple stress factors. This difference in responses seems to be related to within-
species diversity for oxidative stress, ozone specifically, and it has been found in several germplasm 
screens in different crop and model species (Brosché et al., 2010; Burkey and Carter, 2009; 
Tamaoki et al., 2003).  Even when a particular pathogen-species interaction may follow an overall 
trend, host genotype must be taken into account. These differences in responses can lead to the 
possibility of breeding for improved ozone resistance, and possibly overall oxidative stress 
tolerance (Ainsworth et al., 2012).  
Environmental differences also played a crucial role in the variation seen throughout the study. 
Since all diseases observed were naturally occurring and not based on inoculation, variable 
distribution and susceptibility through genotypes and seasons are expected to affect incidence. 
Specifically, genotype-independent signals of disease response to O3 only appear significant in high 
disease-pressure environments. The environmental influence was evident in the multiyear analysis, 
with the 2014 and 2015 seasons showing remarkably stronger effects due to environmental 
conditions conducive to fungal disease development (WARM/ICN, 2015). Specifically, total above-
average rainfall as seen during 2014 and 2015 was favorable for disease development (Table 11). 
However, the timing of precipitation also highly influenced infection as seen with a cold and wet 
July driving levels even higher in 2014 than in 2015. Therefore it seems that in order for 
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atmospheric changes to cause disruptions of economic importance to the infection dynamics, 
natural disease levels must first reach a certain incidence threshold. Given the need to reach this 
disease-pressure threshold before O3 can have a large effect on field infections, and while inbred 
productivity is not the most suitable indicator, it is not likely that on an average year these 
interactions would affect production.  
Stalk rot and photosynthetic stress 
Stalk rot, as estimated by lodging measurements, showed a large and significant increase in 
incidence under elevated [O3]. Even though it was measured during 2013 and 2015, contrasting 
seasons in terms of environmental conditions, it showed consistent genotype-independent 
responses. This straightforward response, different from the rest of the diseases observed, can be 
ascribed to the Photosynthetic Stress-Translocation Balance theory (PS-TB) (Dodd, 1980a, 1980b). 
PS-TB was developed as a way to relate all aspects of the disease triangle (host, pathogen and 
environment) to stalk rot research. According to PS-TB, stalk rot in general can be better 
understood through a host-environment interaction that places emphasis on carbohydrate balance. 
In this case, the responses associated with loss of photosynthesizing tissue and accelerated leaf 
senescence experienced under high ozone environments can lead to carbohydrate deficiency. A 
carbon deficiency that can force reserves from the stalk to be mobilized towards grain-fill 
processes, leaving the stalk susceptibility to a variety of opportunistic fungal rots, increasing stalk 
rot incidence under elevated [O3]. 
Genotype-independent O3 responses relate to pathogen lifestyle.  
In this study, overall O3 effects on disease incidence and severity correlated with a pathogen’s 
nutrient acquisition strategy (Table 12). The biotrophic pathogen brown spot (Physoderma maydis) 
showed the largest response to [O3], with consistent differences throughout two seasons. Brown 
spot of corn is an obligate parasite and member of the Chytridiomycota; its mobile zoospores 
require free standing water for proper dispersal and subsequent plant penetration. Thus, it is more 
common in highly humid climates, where it infects young meristematic tissue from 40-50 days old 
(Malvick, 1991). Given the pathogen’s very specific growth conditions, it has showed limited 
economic importance in the Midwest, except for localized outbreaks in Illinois at the beginning of 
the 1970s. However, beginning in 2013 it has received increased attention, particularly in 
northwest and north Iowa where incidences and sightings have increased in relation with above 
normal precipitation records for early season (Robertson et al., 2015). The second biotrophic 
pathogen observed, common rust (Puccinia sorghi), also showed a trend towards lower severity 
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under high [O3] like brown spot. In contrast with brown spot, P. sorghi is widespread throughout 
the Midwest and most corn-producing regions. It is a biotrophic member of the Basidiomycota, 
known for having a complex life cycle that goes through several spore stages and on occasion 
alternative hosts. Characteristic of the rusts, P. sorghi infects through stomates. In spite of its 
widespread distribution, it is rarely of economic importance given the degree of resistance bred 
into modern hybrids. There was no genotypic correlation between these two diseases, and the 
phenotypic correlation between them in the field was found to be weakly negative, even when 
significant. This lack of correlation suggests a very large environmental influence. This suggests 
that early plant senescence and its effect on the pathogen’s physical environment could explain the 
common direction of the response between them.  
Other biotrophic fungi have been studied previously in combination with O3 and show comparable 
responses. Ozone and leaf rust (Puccinia recondita f.sp. tritici) interactions in wheat were studied in 
chamber experiments with high [O3] and high [CO2] treatments. The elevated [O3] treatment 
inhibited infection from expanding by reducing disease severity during the later stages of infection 
(Tiedemann and Firsching, 2000; v. Tiedemann and Firsching, 1998). Barley was subjected to both 
a biotrophic powdery mildew (Blumeria graminis f.sp. hordei) and a hemibiotrophic spot blotch 
pathogen (Bipolaris sorokiniana). Infected plants under single elevated [O3] showed a decrease in 
powdery mildew infection severity, and plants infected with the hemibiotroph spot blotch showed 
an increase in disease severity (Mikkelsen et al., 2015). Consistent with this trend, results found in 
this study for northern corn leaf blight, a hemibiotrophic pathogen of importance in the Midwest, 
showed a trend towards higher severity under elevated [O3], although it was not always significant. 
Additionally, there were other diseases seen throughout the study that did not show consistent or 
significant genotype-independent responses. Gray leaf spot, the only necrotrophic pathogen 
observed during this study, had similar reactions to northern corn leaf blight the first year, but had 
inconsistent direction responses during the high disease pressure years. Combined ear rot, as well 
showed an inconclusive response. It had similar rates of incidence during both high disease 
pressure years, but did not show a significant genotype-independent effect. It appears to be the 
trait most affected by yearly environmental variation. 
O3 effect in relation to CO2 in corn 
The initial consistency of the results from corn with these reactions is noteworthy given the fact 
that they were observed on C3 grasses, which show overall more sensitivity to high ozone 
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concentrations than corn, a C4 plant. For instance, wheat harvest, is projected to have the largest 
economical loss under a large ozone concentration rise scenario (Van Dingenen et al., 2009).  
However, the results reported here for corn only reflect responses to [O3] rise without a 
concomitant [CO2] rise. While a rise in CO2 field concentration does not affect corn growth and 
production under non-drought conditions (Leakey et al., 2006), CO2/O3 interactions might still 
affect disease development. For example, the previously discussed biotrophic infection in barley 
saw an opposite response under the combined treatment of elevated [O3], elevated [CO2] and 
temperature, than the response initially seen under single high O3 (Mikkelsen et al., 2015). If this 
reversal of responses in barley is caused by [CO2] compensating ozone damage, i.e. slowing down 
senescence and giving the pathogen a more conducive environment, the relative insensitivity of 
corn to rising CO2 could cancel this interaction. This would result in similar levels of biotrophic 
infection for corn between single O3 treatment and combined O3/CO2 treatment. On the other hand, 
in the same study, the observation of responses for the hemibiotrophic infection in barley between 
single O3 and O3/CO2/temperature treatments showed the same direction of responses (higher 
infection under high factor conditions) with only a change in magnitude. The smaller increase of 
infection in the combined treatment relative to the single treatment is consistent with the 
observations that elevated CO2 can compensate for high ozone damage in C3 plants. For corn, and 
other C4 grasses however, this decrease in O3 effect could be smaller, or null.  
The characterization of specific field responses to the combination of high O3 and fungal disease 
shows the importance of field settings, multiple stress treatments, and host genetic variability when 
assessing possible responses to future stress trends. Further studies with the same set of inbred 
lines and a variety of other oxidative stresses can help clarify possible additional mechanisms of 




Figure 2. SoyFACE field layout 2014. A) An example of a typical SoyFACE field layout. Half the field is dedicated 
to soybean CO2 rings and the other half represents the maize O3 rings; the soybean and maize experiments 
were rotated seasonally. Adjacent elevated/ambient rings are paired and form a block (see shaded rectangle 
for example) B) Aerial view of a maize experimental ring. Outline of the gas pipes in black C) Example of the 
inside layout of each ring. Each rectangle is a 3.3 m plot with different genotypes. The red and blue plots 







Figure 3. Visual rating scales for foliar disease and ear rot. A) Guide to estimating leaf surface 
affected by fungal disease; not shown are the ‘9’ mark for a dead leaf, and the ‘0’ mark for no 
damage. Image adapted from Vincelli and Hershman, 2011 B) Visual guide to estimating 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 15. Ratings for main diseases over three seasons. Mean ratings (0-9) for the main four diseases by 
[O3] treatment and season. Only includes the final ten genotypes from season 2015 used in the multiyear 
analysis. Blank columns represent seasons where that particular disease was not seen.  
 
Figure 14. Stalk rot proportion per year. Only includes the final ten genotypes from season 2015. Blank 


















2013 17-May 6-Jun 6-Oct 70.850491 40.809373 
2014 21-May 5-Jun 14-Oct 69.979650 40.043334 
2015 19-May 26-May 15-Oct 62.2991529 39.805654 
 
 
Table 2. Genotypes evaluated each year. Plots refers to the total number of single row plots for that line that 
year. ‘N’ is the number of elevated-ambient paired plots. In parenthesis is the total number of lines in the field 
that season.  
 
2013 (204) 2014 (52) 2015 (10) 
Lines Plots N Plots N Plots N 
B73 192 96 80 40 64 32 
Mo17 4 2 32 16 64 32 
Hp301 4 2 8 4 64 32 
C123 4 2 8 4 64 32 
Ms71 4 2 8 4 40 20 
NC338 4 2 8 4 40 20 
Il14H 4 2 8 4 40 20 
M37W 4 2 8 4 40 20 
CML333 4 2 8 4 40 20 
Oh43 4 2 8 4 40 20 




Table 3. Planting and scoring dates. Yearly dates for planting, rounds of scoring and percent of lines that had 
















Ear Rot Stalk Rot 
2013 May-17 Aug-07 70% - - - Oct-11 
2014 May-21 Aug-06 68% Aug-19 97% Staggered - 







Table 5. Incidence of total ear rot per season, from 2014-2015. Total individual units refer to the value of a 
single ear per plant. Total incidence is broken down into ambient [O3] and elevated [O3] treatments. A unit 
with a rating of >0 was considered infected. 












Ear Rot 3014 1099 36.4 19.4%     17% 
2015 




Table 4. Incidence of specific foliar diseases present per season, from 2013-2015. Total individual units refer to 
single row plot values collected. Total incidence is broken down into ambient [O3] and elevated [O3] 
treatments. A unit with a rating of >0 was considered infected.  












Common Rust 1024 673 65.7       30% 35% 
Northern Leaf Blight 1024 100 9.7 3% 5% 
Gray Leaf Spot 1024 363 35.4 14% 21% 
  
2014 
Common Rust 504 488 96.8 48.2% 48.6% 
Northern Leaf Blight 504 375 74.4 35% 39% 
Brown Spot 504 313 62.1 35% 27% 
 
2015 
Common Rust 496 291 58.6 32% 26% 
Northern Leaf Blight 496 176 35.4 16% 19% 
Gray Leaf Spot 496 203 40.9 19% 21% 
Brown Spot 496 95 19.1 11% 8% 





Table 6. Summary of the results from statistical analysis. Each model fit to the traits present per year. >/< 0 
represents direction of response.  









T-TEST ON PAIRED 
DIFFERENCES 
2013 Common Rust ** NS Elevated>Ambient ** 
 Gray Leaf Spot * NS Elevated>Ambient ** 
 Northern Leaf 
Blight 
• NS Elevated>Ambient ** 
 
    
 Stalk Rot ** NS Elevated>Ambient ** 
 
    
2014 Common Rust NS * Ambient>Elevated ** 
 Brown Spot ** ** Ambient>Elevated ** 
 Northern Leaf 
Blight 
NS1 NS Elevated>Ambient ** 
 
    
 Ear Rot NS NS Ambient>Elevated ** 
 
    
2015 Common Rust ** NS Ambient>Elevated ** 
 Brown Spot ** * Ambient>Elevated ** 
 Northern Leaf 
Blight 
NS * Elevated>Ambient ** 
 Gray Leaf Spot NS ** NS 
     
 Ear Rot NS NS NS 
     
 Stalk Rot ** NS Elevated>Ambient ** 
 
1 Significance of * in 2nd round of scoring 
Table 7. Results from the multiyear statistical analysis.  
Significance codes:    =< 0.001 "**“  =<0.01 "*“  =<0.05 "•"  1 "NS" 




SELECTED 10 Common Rust ** • 
  Brown Spot ** NS 
  Northern Leaf 
Blight 
NS  NS 















Table 8. Foliar disease correlations for 2013. Upper triangle: Genotypic correlations. Lower triangle: 




















Table 9. Foliar disease correlations for 2014. Upper triangle: Genotypic correlations. Lower triangle: 

























Table 11. Yearly weather conditions. Years 2014 and 2015 are considered high-pressure disease for fungal 
infections given the increased precipitation and temperatures favorable to pathogen development in 
relation to 2013.  
Year 30 year 
average  2013 2014 2015 
Precipitation (in.) 
May 3.74 4.38 6.07 4.89 
June 6.27 8.21 9.16 4.34 
July 3.53 8.70 4.22 4.70 
August 0.36 1.52 3.16 3.93 
     
Mean Temperature (°F) 
May 64.5 64.2 65.7 62.5 
June 71.4 73.4 72.2 72.2 
July  72.8 70.01  73.6 74.9 
August 73.5 73.6 72.1 73.4 
 
1 2nd coldest July on record 
Table 10. Foliar disease correlations for 2015. Upper triangle: Genotypic correlations. Lower triangle: 





























Table 12. Characteristics of main foliar diseases. Contrasting characteristics of the three diseases observed 
consistently across high-disease pressure years. DAP = Days after planting. 
DISEASE COMMON RUST BROWN SPOT NORTHERN CORN 
LEAF BLIGHT 
Latin binomial Puccinia sorghi Physoderma maydis Exserohilum turcicum 
Phylum Basidiomycota Chytridiomycota Ascomycota 
Nutrition strategy Biotroph Biotroph Hemibiotroph 





tissue, 40-50 DAP 
Several races identified 
Trend in response 
to elevated O3 





CHAPTER 4: SAFENER AND OZONE INTERACTIONS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Herbicide safeners are synthetic compounds that protect monocot crop species from herbicide 
damage. Their use in combination with specific herbicides allows effective weed control by 
improving herbicide selectivity. Although safeners are chemically diverse and their mechanisms are 
not entirely known, safener treatment results in the upregulation of detoxification-related genes 
such as GSTs and P450s, possibly through an oxidized lipid signaling mechanism (Riechers et al., 
2010).  
Safeners have been shown to improve overall detoxification capacity in plants, there is previous 
evidence of improved tolerance to different abiotic stresses conferred by safener application. For 
example, the use of the safener dichlormid was shown to reduce plant damage under high ozone 
and herbicide treatment in corn (Hatzios, 1983a). Other stresses in which safeners have improved 
stress responses include chilling, salinity and metal toxicity.  
The objectives of this study were to test the safening effect of dichlormid seed treatment against 
high ozone concentrations on a set of inbred lines with known responses to ozone, and to 
investigate possible interactions between safener and ozone responses of different genotypes. 
Additionally, tissue was obtained for use in a future expression study. 
4.2 METHODS 
Growth conditions 
The design was a 2x2 factorial of ozone (control ~0 ppb, high ozone ~250 ppb) and safener 
(dichlormid treatment, no treatment). There were two rounds of the experiment, and in each round 
16 pots of each line were planted, with 4 pots per treatment combination. Seeds of five different 
inbred lines (B73, Mo17, Hp301, CML333, and C123) were previously treated with 2.5g/kg of 
dichlormid (2,2-dichloro-N,N-diallylacetamide) safener in liquid form; a rate consistent with that of 
field applications. These diverse lines were chosen from previous ozone screens due to their 
recorded reactions to high ozone: C123, Hp301 and Mo17 have a high ozone sensitivity relative to 
CML33 and B73, which were qualified as non-responsive, or tolerant. Three seeds of each line were 
potted in 4” round pots containing medium grade vermiculite. Pots were placed in growth 
chambers under the following conditions: 15-hour days, 25°C and 21°C day and night temperature 
respectively, and a RH of 60%. The high ozone treatment ran for 9 hours/day coinciding with high 
light/temperature conditions.  
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Seedlings were grown to the V1 (approximately 10 days) stage, after which they were removed 
from the growth chambers for measurement and harvest. A handheld SPAD meter was used to 
estimate chlorophyll content through the transmittance ratio between red and infra-red 
wavelengths in a leaf. SPAD measurements were taken immediately after the removal from the 
growth chambers on all 16 pots of each line; a single pot SPAD measurement was calculated as the 
average of the values from each fully expanded true leaf on all three plants.  
For biomass measurements, half of the replicates for each treatment combination were used, while 
the other half were harvested and frozen for later RNA extraction and transcriptional analysis. 
Seedlings for biomass were removed from pots and rinsed (Fig. 16). All biomass (shoots and roots) 
from each pot was first weighed (fresh weight) and then placed in the drying oven for 2 day at 65°C, 
after which dry weight was recorded.  
Statistical Analysis 
Pearson’s correlation between fresh and dry weights was 0.98 (p<0.00), therefore, only the results 
from the individual fresh weight analysis along with SPAD measurements, are presented here. For 
analysis the two rounds were pooled since estimates of variance for either trait were not 
significantly different. Individual weights for each seedling were calculated by dividing the total 
biomass over the number of seedlings per pot. Means and standard errors were calculated for all 4 
or 8 replicates in the case of biomass and chlorophyll content, respectively. 
For each trait a linear model was fitted using the “lm” function in R. The model consisted of: 
Trait value = [O3] Treatment + Safener + Genotype + E, 
where the Trait value was either individual fresh weight in grams, or chlorophyll content in SPAD 
values. [O3] treatment refers to the main effect of ozone concentration treatment, Safener to the 
main effect of safener treatment, Genotype to the main effect of the different lines, and E to the 
random experimental error assumed to be independently and identically distributed with a mean of 
0 and variance e. Interactions between main terms were not significant in any of the models, and 
the model including only the three main effects showed a better fit. 
4.3 RESULTS 
Overall, for both traits, most of the response variability was based on the different genotypes (Fig. 
17 and Fig. 18); however, the genotype by safener interaction in the model was not significant. 
Responses ranged in both direction and intensity, and were not necessarily consistent between 
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lines and traits. For chlorophyll content, the ozone treatment was significant in the linear model 
applied (Table 13). The safener treatment also showed a significant effect in the chlorophyll 
content, as measured with a SPAD meter.  
For individual fresh weight, similarly, ozone treatment was at least mildly significant for all the 
subsets of lines. The main effect for safener treatment was not significant in any of the models 
(Table 13). There was less power to detect differences in general for the fresh weight trait, due 
mainly to the lower number of replications.  
Grouping of lines with similar responses to safener under high ozone, resulted in two tentative 
groups, which did not correspond exactly with previous designations of ozone sensitivity. A group 
of “Sensitive” lines was comprised of C123, Hp301 and CML33; in these lines the safener application 
improved growth under high ozone conditions. The lines in the “Tolerant” group, B73 and MO17, 
either did not show a safening effect under high ozone concentration or were affected by safener 
application. 
4.4 DISCUSSION 
In spite of showing considerable variability in the reaction to safener, no genotype interactions, 
including safener by genotype, were significant. The lack of significant interactions shows a lack of 
power due to small sample size.  For the ozone treatment main effect, physiological measures of 
total biomass and chlorophyll showed a significant and consistent decrease under a high ozone 
treatment across genotypes. Tolerant genotypes were affected as well since the ozone 
concentration used in this study is over double of the ozone concentration used in the field to 
screen the maize inbred lines.  
 Dichlormid safener seed treatment significantly improved chlorophyll content although not 
uniformly across lines. Lines that did show improvement included the non-stiff stalk, ozone-
sensitive C123; Hp301, an ozone-sensitive popcorn; and CML333, an ozone-tolerant tropical line. 
Both C123 and CML333 showed an improvement in chlorophyll content regardless of ozone 
concentration, highlighting that ozone-tolerance, as designated in this study, may not correlate 
exactly with the responsiveness of detoxification systems.  
There was no significant improvement of total biomass accumulation associated with the safener 
treatment across lines. Lower replication meant a weaker power to detect differences, which added 
to the naturally high variability in biomass for young seedlings. Safener treated B73 (ozone-
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tolerant) and Mo17 (ozone-sensitive) showed a, non-significant, decrease in biomass relative to 
their non-treated replicates across ozone concentrations. 
Herbicide safener effect seems to be based mainly on the improvement of xenobiotic metabolism in 
the target crop, which involves the induction of enzymes, such as GSTs, P450s and multidrug 
resistance proteins (MRPs). Similarities between safener action and reactive electrophilic oxidized 
lipids (RES oxylipins) seem to indicate that safeners may be tapping into a common detoxification 
and defense pathway  (Riechers et al., 2010). This is supported by evidence of the activation of 
specific GSTs that are not directly involved in herbicide metabolism (Edwards et al., 2005). In 
addition, protection against high salinity, chilling, and aluminum toxicity, has been seen in different 
crop and safener combinations (Dashevskaya et al., 2013; Kocsy et al., 2001) (Riechers et al., 
unpublished). 
Previous research into the interactions between oxidative stress, in the form of ozone and herbicide 
and safener combinations, has generally relied on a single genetic background. For example, in a 
study looking into synergy between oxidative stresses between ozone and herbicide, corn seedlings 
were treated with a thiocarbamate herbicide and then exposed to high ozone. The safener 
dichlormid reduced damage in a synergistic manner, but only for the highest ozone and herbicide 
rates (Hatzios, 1983a). Similar interactions were seen with a similar grass, sorghum, in response to 
a different herbicide/safener combination in the presence of high ozone (Hatzios, 1983b). Yet, the 
use of a single hybrid line, may not always be indicative of the wide genetic diversity in oxidative 
stress resistance, especially in a crop like corn. This wide range in oxidative stress tolerance has 
been found in within-species screenings for several different types of stress, and is necessary to 
take into account when assessing possible stress interactions.  
The differences seen in the genotypes used in this study, and their subsequent classification as 
either “sensitive” or “tolerant” lines, can be used to identify potential transcriptional patterns 
associated with the safening effect, as well as to investigate if lines that are particularly responsive, 
like C123 and CML333, are actually responding in equivalent ways.   The results from this study will 
thus, have to be complemented with future transcriptional data obtained from the rest of the tissue 
harvested. Differences in gene regulation can help provide further clues as to specifics of the 
protection mechanism against oxidative stress provided by safeners. Comparison of expression 
data between lines can also be used to correlate responses between line-specific responses to 








Figure 16. Example of a replication unit. Each replicate represented a single pot with three seedlings. Above 
Above and below-ground biomass was measured.  
Figure 17. Individual fresh weight. Means and standard error bars for biomass weight in grams for all lines 
under each treatment combination (n=4). Dicl= Dichlormid-treated. None= No safener treatment applied. 











Trait Safener Ozone R2 
Chlorophyll content   •     ** 0.51 







Figure 18. Chlorophyll content. Means and standard error bars for SPAD measurements for all lines under 
each treatment combination (n=8). Dicl= Dichlormid-treated. None= No safener treatment applied. [O3] in 
ppb. 
Table 13. Linear model results. Significance of the main effects from the linear model applied to chlorophyll 
content and individual fresh weight measurements.  




CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
There is an important need to further our understanding of oxidative stress responses in crop 
plants, including the ways each different biotic or abiotic stress elicits them and how they may 
interact with one another. Complementary data from different sources such as field surveys, 
physiological studies, and expression analyses can help bridge the research gaps that currently 
limit the efficient use of mechanistic and/or molecular information in field applications.  
The disease survey at the maize/ozone project consisted of naturally occurring diseases, with no 
direct inoculation. For this reason, seasonal environmental conditions played a key role in 
determining disease diversity and incidence. Years of high disease pressure were characterized by 
weather conducive to the development of fungal infection, the appearance of rarer pathogens, and 
overall higher levels of disease. However, it is important to note that the ozone treatment was 
consistently associated with reduced incidence of biotrophic pathogens and increased incidence of 
hemibiotrophic/necrotrophic pathogens in both years of high disease pressure.  In general, the 
strong effect of the environment suggests the damage these types of interactions can have on crop 
productivity will be dependent on environmental conditions and may be controlled through 
adequate management decisions.  
Genotype-independent responses seen under elevated ozone concentration, relative to the ambient 
concentrations, include: decreased severity of brown spot; decreased severity of common rust; 
increased severity of northern corn leaf blight; and increased lodging associated with stalk rot 
infection. In addition, the ozone effect on disease and genotype-specific responses was overall 
stronger for biotrophic infections. 
 A common theme throughout these field and growth chamber studies was the presence of strong 
genotype-specific responses as a driver of variability. Maize is characterized by high levels of intra-
specific genetic diversity, which makes the use of diverse panels essential to fully characterize 
stress responses. Ideally a genetic improvement program with a focus on oxidative stress would 
take advantage of the screening process conducted at the maize/ozone project, and identify specific 
genotypes of interest. However, genotypic responses to disease show no clear correlation with 
genotypic responses to ozone. Lack of correlation could be expected given how variable disease 
responses can be. Data such as antioxidant content, chlorophyll content, and yield can be included 
in a multivariate analysis to find useful connections between responses to ozone and specific 
diseases. Current studies at the maize/ozone project include the use of near isogenic lines (NILs) 
developed from the check genotypes, B73 and Mo17, in order to map genetic components of 
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response to oxidative stress. The results of this mapping experiment will enhance the available data 
that can relate all these different phenotypes into a more comprehensive, and useful, classification.  
Robust confirmation of the field responses observed in the maize/ozone project disease survey 
would probably require inoculated trials to adequately remove variation in the natural distribution 
of inoculum. For studies performed in environmental growth chambers, the strong environmental 
effect would be removed as well, and the addition of elevated CO2 and/or temperature treatments 
would be possible. Future trials could productively focus on comparing the biotrophic pathogens, 
brown spot and common rust, given that they had the largest responses relative to other diseases. 
Reductions in scale might also allow the use of more elaborate and quantitative methods of disease 
measurement, complemented with biological assays to track infection development and determine 
specific cellular mechanisms. These assays might include tests for bio markers, such as GST activity, 
to explore the possible presence of cross-tolerance that may have contributed to overall field 
responses.  
Suggested genotype selections for confirmation tests include the check lines B73 and Mo17, as well 
as C123 and CML333, which represent opposite ends of the ozone-tolerance spectrum, and are 
fairly susceptible to common rust and brown spot, respectively. It is also worth noting that the 
narrowing of genotypes throughout the experiment, based on ozone-sensitivity parameters other 
than disease, may have led to a somewhat biased panel with stronger than average responses to 
ozone. However, this would only influence these results if a genotype’s ozone sensitivity correlated 
with the magnitude of its disease response under high O3, and the data suggest otherwise.   
The preliminary safener data indicate that dichlormid can protect maize lines against oxidative 
stress caused by high ozone concentrations. There is limited evidence that for certain lines it can 
improve development regardless of ozone concentration, with no interaction between ozone 
concentration and safener treatments. Because of power issues, or perhaps because of the short 
duration of the experiment (10 days), the safening effect seems to only be reflected through 
chlorophyll content, rather than total biomass. To continue this study, the safener chamber trials 
will need larger numbers of replications in order to overcome developmental variability in small 
seedlings. Another alternative might be to lengthen the experiment and include safener 
reapplications to the soil.   
Transcriptome profiling of tissue samples from the safener trial, will enable identification of both 
general expression patterns in the oxidative stress response elicited by safeners, as well as specific 
patterns associated with ozone-tolerant and –sensitive genotypes . Assuming the presented results 
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hold up through more replication, expression analysis of C123, CML333 and their hybrid might be 
an interesting way to dissect the mechanics behind line-specific safener responsiveness. These 
results, added to the ability of safeners to protect against other types of oxidative stresses, may add 
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